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Abstract: The industrial Internet realizes intelligent control and optimized operation of the
industrial system through network interconnection. The industrial Internet identifier is the
core element to accomplish this task. The traditional industrial Internet identifier resolution
technologies depend excessively on IP networks, and cannot meet the requirements of ubiq⁃
uitous resource-restraint Internet of Things (IoT) devices. An industrial Internet identifier
resolution management strategy based on multi-identifier network architecture is proposed
in this paper, which supports content names, identities, locations, apart from the traditional
IP address. The application of multiple types of identifiers not only solves the problem of IP
addresses exhaustion, but also enhances the security, credibility, and availability of the in⁃
dustrial Internet identification resolution system. An inter-translation scheme between multi⁃
ple identifiers is designed to support multiple identifiers and the standard ones. We present
an addressing and routing algorithm for identifier resolution to make it convenient to put our
strategy into practice.
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1 Introduction

T

he industrial Internet is an intelligent closed loop driv⁃
en by data and integrated by Information Technology
(IT) and Operational Technology (OT). The identifiers
of the industrial Internet will spread the hosts in the
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traditional Internet to resources such as goods, information,
machines, and services, and extend the IP addresses to a het⁃
erogeneous, off-site, and refined information set [1]. The iden⁃
tifier resolution system consists of an identifier coding system
and a resolution system [2]. The identifier code is the identity
card of the machine or the goods, and the resolution system us⁃
es the identifiers to locate and query the machine or the goods
uniquely. Identifier resolution is the premise of the supply
chain system, the production system, the complete lifecycle
management, and the intelligent service. Identifier resolution
provides a technical support on unified network layer for
cross-industry/inter-disciplinary industrial Internet platforms
and enables intelligent association of heterogeneous devices
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and services from different vendors.
Similar to the Domain Name System
Domain: www. pku. edu. cn
Identifier: 88. 188. 1/mobi. sz. ab123456
China mobile company Shenzhen SN
(DNS) in the traditional Internet, the in⁃
dustrial Internet identifier resolution
Identifier
system is the gateway to the entire in⁃
Domain Name
Resolution
System (DNS)
dustrial Internet, as shown in Fig. 1.
System
Besides, it is the basis for the intercon⁃
nection of the whole industrial Internet.
The identifier resolution system is an
essential part of the industrial Internet
architecture, and also a nerve hub sup⁃
IP Addr: 162. 105. 129. 103
IP Addr: 2eff:8086::3+associated information
porting the interconnection of the indus⁃
trial Internet [3]. Flexible identifier dif⁃ ▲Figure 1. An Industrial Internet identifier.
ferentiation and information manage⁃
tiple ways seamlessly. The identity of the user is integrated
ment of the entire network resources are achieved by assign⁃
with the content published on the network, which can ensure
ing each product, component, machine, or device or digital in⁃
the regular operation and management of the network. At the
tellectual property copyright a unique“identity card”. Indus⁃
same time, the hierarchical signature scheme with high securi⁃
trial Internet identifier resolution refers to the unique position⁃
ty and low complexity is introduced to ensure that the network
ing and relevant information query of machines, goods, and
data content cannot be tampered and stolen, which dramatical⁃
digital knowledge products. At the same time, the global sup⁃
ly improves the security, credibility, and availability of the
ply chain system and enterprise production system can be ac⁃
whole network.
curately connected.
2) We present the inter-translation schemes for multiple
IP protocol is the backbone protocol of contemporary Inter⁃
identifiers in order to solve the problem that multiple network
net connection. In the meantime, various universal industrial
identifiers and multiple standard identifiers inevitably coexist.
Internet identifier resolution systems, such as Handle [4], Ob⁃
3) An addressing algorithm is designed to speed up the
ject Identifier (OID) [5], Ubiquitous ID (UID) [6], and Global
lookup process of the identifier’s name, which makes our pro⁃
Standard 1 (GS1) [7], are also designed and running upon the
posal more convenient to be put into practice.
IP architecture [8]. However, the industrial Internet often con⁃
The remainder of this paper is outlined as follows. Section
tains many resource-constrained devices, which have smaller
2 provides background and related work. We describe in de⁃
memory, limited computing power, and energy. Sensors and
tail the design essentials of the autonomously controllable
actuators often raise communication requirements in industri⁃
multiple identifier systems for the industrial Internet in Sec⁃
al applications that are critical for business and safety. Be⁃
tion 3. Inter-translation of multiple network identities is pre⁃
sides, the design concept of the IP model is based on a host-tosented in Section 4, and addressing algorithms for large scale
host communication mode, which will become a bottleneck to
identifier space are proposed in Section 5. Section 6 con⁃
deal with high traffic and high bandwidth environment.
cludes the paper.
Moreover, regarding the particular application scenarios,
identifier authentication, Quality of Service (QoS) assurance,
and the network efficiency are not supported by the current
2 Related Work and Background
Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) pro⁃
tocol stack. In the future, the integration of terrestrial Internet
2.1 National Industrial Internet Identifier Resolution System
and satellite-based space Internet is a possible technical re⁃
The national industrial Internet identifier resolution system
quirement of the industrial Internet [9].
of China is designed with three levels: international root
This paper proposes an Internet identifier resolution man⁃
nodes, national top nodes, and secondary nodes, besides recur⁃
agement system based on the multi-identifier network architec⁃
sive resolution nodes along with all these levels, as shown in
ture. It eliminates the malpractice and hidden dangers of ex⁃
Fig. 2. By the end of 2018, five national top-level nodes of
cessive concentration on IP network management and control.
identifier resolution in Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Wuhan,
The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows:
and Chongqing were put into operation, fully supporting vari⁃
1) We propose a hierarchical network architecture with
ous identifier systems. By the end of 2019, 47 secondary
manageable and controllable trust and privacy protection that
nodes had been set up, and the number of identifier registra⁃
supports multiple identifier routing and addressing. The core
tions has reached 915 million, with 785 pertinent enterpris⁃
of this network is that the network inherently supports multi⁃
es [10].
ple network identities for simultaneous routing and address⁃
The national top-level nodes act as the foundation, which
ing, and assists users to access the new network system in mul⁃
continuously improve the system functions and capabilities
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based on the established plan and gradually build the network
infrastructure of the identifier and resolution system of open
integration, unified management, interconnection, security,
and reliability. The secondary nodes are the graspers, a num⁃
ber of which have been playing their roles in pioneering new
approaches [11]. They are built to promote the integrated in⁃
novation application of industrial Internet identifier resolu⁃
tion. Lastly, industrial applications are the purpose of identifi⁃
er resolution. It can encourage the application demonstration
in many industries such as aviation and machinery vehicles,
and gradually build the identifier resolution industry ecology.
2.2 Named Data Networking
Named Data Networking (NDN), a content-based future net⁃
work architecture, was proposed ten years ago [12], [13].
NDN replaces host-addressed IP packets with named data as a
new narrow waist of the hourglass protocol stack. Each data
object has a hierarchy name that is used as a unique identifier
in the application context that publishes and consumes the da⁃
ta. In order to request a data object, an interest is sent with a
prefix of the data name. The NDN forwarder forwards the in⁃
terest packet towards the location where the data may be locat⁃
ed. Each forwarder along the path records the interest and its
incoming interface in the local Pending Interest Table (PIT).
When a matched packet is found either in the forwarder's
cache or from the original producer, the packet will be re⁃
turned to the requester along the reverse path recorded in the
PITs of the nodes. A copy of the data packet will be stored in
their local caches after forwarding to satisfy the future require⁃
ments for the same data request. The data packet has an en⁃
crypted signature generated by its producer, together with the
name of the signing key, which allows data consumers to verify
the provenance of the received data regardless of its source.
Compared with the traditional IP network, it is more suitable
for the demand of industrial Internet content and has the po⁃
Identifier Resolution System
Handle Root Node

Mirror
Node

DNS Root Node

Mirror
Node

National Top Node
Guangzhou
Shanghai

Secondary Node

Mirror
Node

Wuhan

Beijing

Secondary Node

Chongqing

Secondary Node

DNS: Domain Name System

▲Figure 2. The national Industrial Internet identifier system of China.
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tential to solve the problems and challenges of the industrial
Internet on the network layer. Specifically, for the industrial
Internet, NDN is superior to IP in security, mobility, scalabili⁃
ty, and quality of service [14].
However, NDN only supports the content network identifier,
so the solution for constructing an industrial Internet identifier
based on NDN also has significant drawbacks in its unbound
name length and publish-subscribe data acquisition model.
NOUR et al. propose a hybrid name scheme for heteroge⁃
neous devices [15] and recent advances in how to exploit NDN
for IoT scenarios are surveyed in [16].
Therefore, it is urgent to construct a multi-identifier future
network model in which identifier serves as the content cen⁃
ter. The data exchange between nodes is based on identity,
content, service, ground space location, besides the IP address
of the endpoint. Content-centric networks increase efficiency
for content delivery, especially when the content is stored in
multiple nodes, and content providers or content requesters
are in the process of moving.

3 Autonomously Controllable Multi-Identi⁃
fier Architecture for Industrial Internet
3.1 Multiple Identifier Management
This proposal dispenses the dependence of the traditional
industrial Internet and IP networks, based on a multi-identifi⁃
er future network architecture. The system breaks through the
current dilemma of IP single identifier and centralized man⁃
agement. It constructs an industrial Internet identifier service
platform based on the voting-based consortium blockchain
[17], and supports network addressing and routing with multi⁃
ple identifiers and parallel coexistence, including identity,
content, service, location, and IP address, as shown in Fig. 3.
The dilemma of unilateral monopoly is broken in the central⁃
ized management of domain names of
the IP system [18].
1) Name. Name is a hierarchical
string that is used to identify each re⁃
source in the network. In order to sup⁃
port the addressing process of content
name directly, the multi-identifier net⁃
work nodes have a forwarding informa⁃
tion table with a name as the key to re⁃
cord the corresponding forwarding port
information. The data transmission is
Public
Recursive
performed in a user-driven manner: the
Resolution
content requester puts the content name
Node
into an interest message and sends it to
the network; the routing node records
the arrival port of this interest message
in the PIT and queries the Forwarding
Information Table (FIB) [19]; The mes⁃
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▲Figure 3. Multi-identifier future network architecture.

sage is forwarded until it reaches a holder of the content; by
querying the pending interest table, the packet containing the
requested content will be traced back to the requester along
the arrival path of the interest message; the name-oriented ad⁃
dressing process will decouple the data itself from the specific
location of the data, which provides more flexibility to the net⁃
work system.
2) Identity. The identity is used to identify a user locally or
globally. The favorite identity identifiers include the public
key, the user’s ID, the International Mobile Equipment Identi⁃
ty (IMEI) code of the mobile phone, the email address, and
other various identities, besides biometrics information such
as the face, fingerprint, pupil, and voice. The behaviors of us⁃
ers on the network, including the issuance and access to net⁃
work resources, will be subject to the specific authority deter⁃
mined by their identity, and each behavior can be traced back
to the identity information of the user.
3) Location. The location information can not only repre⁃
sent the geographical location in the real sense, but also repre⁃
sent the virtual location in the abstract space, such as the
mathematical coordinates acquired by the nodes after map⁃

ping the network into the geometric space. The addressing
process for spatially geographical location is that the multiidentifier network nodes calculate the geometric distance be⁃
tween each neighbor and the destination, and the smallest one
is greedily selected as the forwarding object. And global navi⁃
gation satellite system (GNSS), such as Galileo in EU, Beidou
in China, Global Positioning System (GPS) in USA, Global
Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS) in Russia are support⁃
ed in our system, as shown in Fig. 3.
3.2 Identifier Registration and Request
The network supports routing and addressing with multiple
types of identifiers, including the identity identifier, content
identifier, spatial location identifier, and IP address identifi⁃
er. The content identifiers of all resources in the network are
bound to the identity identifier of the publisher. After a user
logs into the network, the spatial location identifier and the ac⁃
cessed network resources will be recorded in the network su⁃
pervision node of blockchain for security supervision and data
protection.
The identifier registration steps are as follows.
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Step 1 is resource content registration. The network node
receives the resource content registered by the user. At the
same time, it adds the identity identifier of the content pub⁃
lisher and the spatial location identifier according to the loca⁃
tion of the node where the content is stored.
Step 2 is network node authentication. After receiving the
identifier registration request transmitted by the user, the net⁃
work node will review the content and its user information, reg⁃
ister the resource identifier, and then register the generated
identifier to the upper-level domain and add the local identifi⁃
er prefix.
Step 3 is identifier registration request transmission. After
receiving the identifier registration request, the upper-level
network node transmits its registration identifier message to
the controller of the located domain, for subsequent authenti⁃
cation and registration operations based on the predefined da⁃
ta transmission protocol.
Step 4 is identifier verification. After receiving the identifi⁃
er registration request from the subordinate network domain,
the network node in the top-level domain will verify the data
of the request and return the corresponding confirmation sig⁃
nal to the original application node. The distributed storage
scheme ensures that all registered identifiers cannot be tam⁃
pered with. The original identifier information will be stored
on the distributed database of the top-level domain. After a
predefined time, corresponding database synchronization will
be carried out within the entire network to confirm that the re⁃
source identifier information between the respective top-level
domains is equivalent and unified.
The network resource requesting steps are as follows.
Step 1 is inquiry request. Transmitting a query request to
the nearest network node.
Step 2 is local identifier data query. When the nearest
multi-identifier network node receives the request sent by the
user, it will distinguish the identifier type according to the
identifier of the query. If it is an IP address, it will go on with
the traditional DNS query process. Otherwise, if it is an iden⁃
tity or content identifier, then it will query the forwarding ta⁃
ble. If the identifier content recorded in the forwarding table
already exists in the local database, the corresponding identifi⁃
er content will be returned, otherwise Step 3 will be executed.
Step 3 is requesting query transmission. When there is no
corresponding identifier contained in the local database, the
query request will be uploaded to the upper-level network
node. After receiving the query request, the upper-level net⁃
work node will query the identifier following Step 1 to Step 2.
If the corresponding identifier content is queried, it will be re⁃
turned to the low-level network node; otherwise, the query re⁃
quest is subsequently transmitted to the upper-level network
node recursively until the top-level domain network node.
Step 4 is identifier query, verification, and interworking.
After the top-level domain nodes find the relevant registered
identifier, it will automatically issue the relevant shortest path
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according to the dynamic topology of the existing network.
The related multi-mode network nodes on the forwarding path
in the network will receive a new forwarding path table and es⁃
tablish a data transmission path through multi-hop routing; if
the nodes in the top-level domain do not find the correspond⁃
ing identification and query other network identification infor⁃
mation corresponding to the identification in the database, pro⁃
ceed to Step 5.
Step 5 is the identifier request distribution. The network
node in the top-level domain will distribute the query request
to the specified network domain according to the original iden⁃
tifier and the first prefix after the identifier is converted, until
the lowest-level network node specified by the query request
is locally queried. If the corresponding identifier content is
found successfully, it is delivered to the query requester; oth⁃
erwise, the query error information is returned.

4 Inter-Translation of Multiple Network
Identities

When a piece of content is registered and published on a
multi-identifier network, the name content can be bound with
multiple identifiers, such as identity, content, location infor⁃
mation, and IP address. Therefore, there is a need for multi⁃
ple identifiers to be commonly addressed. In addition, the
identifiers in the industrial Internet should be application-ori⁃
ented and record the product information. On the other hand,
it should support addressing and routing. Due to the diversity
of the applications, it is difficult to establish a global hierar⁃
chical naming scheme that is suitable for all applications.
Therefore, on the multi-identifier-based industrial Internet
service platform, multiple network identifiers and multiple
standard identifiers coexist. A globally unique namespace
needs to be established, as well as a unique namespace for
each application. The multi-identifier translation table is uti⁃
lized to establish an Inter Translation Table (ITT) and interop⁃
erability mechanism with existing common identifiers.
4.1 Translation Process Between Name and Identity
In order to maintain a secure network environment, we bind
the name of the content to the identity of its original publisher,
and use a valid extension to identify network resources in the
following mode: /UniqueID A /SubID A /Name/Sig ( Name,PrK A ).
UniqueIDA is the globally unique identifier of the publisher A,
and no collision occurs; it will generate the public-private key
pair of the user. SubIDA is the secondary identifier when the
content is published, because the same user in the network
may have multiple identities. Name is the hierarchical con⁃
tent name and Sig (Name, PrKA) is the signature of the content
name signed by A. Before the content is received by the user
or cached at the intermediate routing node, its signature must
be verified to ensure its legitimacy based on the security
mechanism described above. As a result, any resource in the
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network can be traced back to its original publisher, which
guarantees the regulatory nature of the publishing behavior
and the security of network transmission. Under this represen⁃
tation, an identifier can be regarded as a particular form of ex⁃
tension names, that is, those with empty content names.
Therefore, we use the prefix tree data structure to support stor⁃
age and query operations on names and identities.
Under this representation method, identity can be regarded
as a special form of extension name, that is, when the content
name is empty, we use the prefix tree as a data structure to
support the storage and query operations of names and identi⁃
ties (Fig. 4).
4.2 Translation of Location, Name, and Identity
As mentioned above, each user corresponds to a uniquely
real or virtual spatial location identifier. In order to reduce
the routing delay, we set the location identifier of the name in
a network to the nearest node location holding the correspond⁃
ing content of the name, which is calculated and distributed
by the upper control node. Fig. 5 shows the transformation se⁃
quence with the following four steps.
1) A resource request is issued with a particular identifier.
2) The multi-identifier system performs queries based on
the identifier type. If the request is issued with traditional do⁃
main names, DNS is queried directly. If it is an IP address
and exists in the identification Inter-translation Forwarding

Table (IFB), mutual translation is performed; otherwise, the
agent accesses traditional IP networks. If it is other type of
identifiers such as an NDN identifier, or an identity identifier,
the content identifier is first queried in the Content Store (CS),
Pending Interest Table (PIT) and inter-translation forwarding
table. If it exists, an inter translation is performed; otherwise,
go to Step 3.
3) If the identifier does not exist in the current domain, the
multi-identifier system will recursively query up to the top do⁃
main.
4) If there is no such identifier information in the top-level
domain, the query will be performed according to the specific
lower-level domain of the identifier information, until the bot⁃
tom-level domain specified by the identifier, and the corre⁃
sponding result will be returned if it exists. Otherwise, a que⁃
ry error message is returned.

5 Addressing Algorithm for Large-Scale
Identifier Space

In order to meet the needs of distributed storage, classifica⁃
tion, addressing and forwarding services of ultra-billion-level
industrial Internet identifier, a hierarchical distributed storage
strategy is proposed to study the hyperbolic addressing routing
mathematical model and the fusion Hash Prefix Tree (HPT) al⁃
gorithm. The index expansion problem
of the forwarding table has to be solved
and the forwarding strategy optimized to
improve the success rate of the address⁃
ing route.
We designed a FIB composed of a
hash table and a prefix tree [20], where
/UniqueIDA1
…
/UniqueIDAm
the hash table is used to support fast
/UniqueIDA2
lookups, and the prefix tree is used to
This node stores FIB table en⁃
tries and spaces for user A1.
store logical relationships between
names. The main structure of FIB is de⁃
mon 1A1strated in Fig. 6.
1
n
/SubID A1
…
/SubID A1
In the hash table, the name (such as
2
/SubID A1
The child node of this node re⁃
/C1/C4/C5) is used as the key. More⁃
cords the content information
…
1
over, the pointer to the node in the pre⁃
published as identity /SubID A1.
fix tree is used as the value. Thus, the
fast retrieval of forwarding information
/Name1
…
/Name3
from name to tree is realized.
The edge in the prefix tree represents
/Name2
a name component (such as /C1). On
the other hand, each node represents a
splicing of all components in the path
The node stores the signature Sig, and the FIB table entry and space location
from the requester node to the root
information corresponding to the name.
node. The node stores the forwarding
/UniqueID A/SubIDA/Name/Sig(Name, PrKA)
information corresponding to the name,
the corresponding category of the table
FIB: Forwarding Information Table
item, and the pointer used to maintain
the tree structure. Because the name
▲Figure 4. Multiple identifiers forwarding architecture using prefix tree structure.
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realized by traversing the whole table
without the help of tree structure.
2) The backtracking process is speed⁃
ed up in the search algorithm. Each
node in the tree has only one parent
node, the process of backtracking does
not need to query and match names or
components, so it achieves a faster
search speed.
3) It facilitates the removal of the ob⁃
solete unreal table items in time, that is,
the leaf nodes with non-real types. In
the process of table algorithm, as long as
all kinds of leaf nodes are real, unneces⁃
sary table items can be cleaned up.

6 Conclusions

The ubiquitous industrial Internet
makes it a challenge to design a suit⁃
▲Figure 6. Hybrid fowarding information table of hash table and prefix tree.
able identifier resolution system. In
this paper, an industrial Internet identi⁃
fier resolution management strategy
does not need to be recorded repeatedly in the tree, the intro⁃
based on multi-identifier network architecture is proposed,
duction of tree structure will only bring limited additional stor⁃
which supports content name, identity, service, and location,
age overhead.
besides the traditional IP address. Identification management
The prefix tree is introduced for the following three purposes:
is also included in our proposal, such as identification registra⁃
1) The categories of non-real table items are modified con⁃
tion and request and data addressing and forwarding. The in⁃
veniently in a dynamic environment. For example, if“/C1”is
ter-translation scheme and address algorithm proposed in this
inserted into FIB, all virtual table items prefixed with“/C1”
paper show a better performance in the identification resolu⁃
need to change their categories into semi-virtual ones. For the
diversity of the NDN identifier, this modification can only be
tion management of the industrial Internet.
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